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In this issue:
We’re Hiring! – Accreditation Assessor Chemical & Biological Testing
The importance of document control
Welcome to Team IANZ – Lesley Chen
NZQC Update

Kia ora koutou,
Happy New Year from all the team at IANZ. We sincerely hope you had a safe,
relaxing and enjoyable holiday with your friends and family.
We are starting the new year with a sense of optimism, hopefulness and continued
dedication to protecting the health and wealth of New Zealand, alongside our valued
clients and partner organisations. We're even underway with welcoming new team
members and looking for experts to join us!
As always, we are committed to sharing with you vital information and reminders
around how you can continue to keep your organisation in tip-top shape, and this
month we are focussing on the importance of document control - a worthwhile read at
this time of year when you may be looking at improving and refining your internal
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We’re Hiring! – Accreditation Assessor Chemical & Biological Testing
We all rely on accurate laboratory testing to ensure that the products we use and
consume and the environment we live in is healthy and safe. Likewise, our major
export sectors rely on accurate laboratory testing to gain access to off-shore markets.
But how do we know that those who test these products are undertaking their role in a
competent fashion? To give assurance that best practices are being followed,
confirmation and compliance with international quality and technical standards is
necessary through gaining accreditation with an independent body.
IANZ was set up by government statute to fulfil this function, serving a wide range of
sectors throughout New Zealand. Clients include organisations that provide chemical
and biological laboratory services for diverse industry specialties including the food,
agricultural and associated industries, biotechnology and chemical industries, health
and environmental protection sectors, and many others. IANZ enjoys wide national
and international recognition for the quality and integrity of its services, so it’s no
wonder that when positions are available within Team IANZ they tend to be highly
sought after!
To become an Accreditation Assessor in the Chemical and Biological Testing
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different people within each organisation, good client liaison skills are essential, as
well as strong report writing skills to ensure we report accurately on the findings and
status of each organisation.
With a robust training programme for new recruits and an existing team of passionate
professionals, we’re excited to welcome another to Team IANZ shortly.
Want to find out more or apply for this position? You can do so here.

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE INFO

The importance of document control
Safeguarding our health, our environment and our economy requires standards - and
people committed to upholding them. IANZ accredits companies to global standards
of competence set by the International Organisation for Standards. Organisations
seeking accreditation by IANZ will need to document their technical and quality
systems in a manual, meeting the requirements of the relevant standards for their type
of activity. This includes all specialist and administrative policies and procedures,
conformity assessment methods, equipment management procedures, worksheets
and forms. This documentation, therefore, must accurately reflect all aspects of the
organisation, which requires robust document control systems to be implemented.
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regulations and internal quality management systems and review of these practices
forms an important basis of every IANZ assessment. Our accreditation assessors look
at how documents are stored and accessed, the transparency of information provided,
the collaboration of document/s between departments and sectors and how changes
and improvements are made within time. But why is document control important?
Document control practices are an essential preventative measure for each
organisation to ensure only approved, current documentation is used throughout the
organisation, preventing inadvertent use of obsolete processes or procedures. There
must be clear navigation, hierarchy and structure to documentation within an
organistation, assisting users in finding the information they need, when they need it.
They must be legible and readily identifiable, with terminology used throughout that
users can understand and adhere to.
So how can you measure the performance of your document control procedures?
First and foremost should be user satisfaction. Periodically surveying employees
regarding the usability of your documentation can assist in identifying where
improvements to format, accessibility and other areas of compliance can be made,
and that it meets your relevant standard of accreditation!
Whether hard or soft copy, an organisation’s quality management system and
document control processes should be living, breathing entities. Constantly reviewing,
revising and reviewing again should form a robust part of any accreditation
programme. What does your quality management system say about you?
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Welcome to Team IANZ – Lesley Chen
With every new year comes new opportunities, and Team IANZ is excited to have the
opportunity to welcome a new team member to the family.
We sat down with Lesley Chen, new Accreditation Assessor for the Building Consent
Authorities Programme, to find out a little bit about her and her journey to joining
IANZ.
Lesley, tell us a little about your background:
I’m an architectural graduate from the University of Auckland, and have worked at
Auckland Council for the last five and a half years, leaving the organisation as a
Technical Assessor, where I conducted internal technical audits on building control
officers conducting building control functions. I gained various experiences while
working there, have worked as a Lodgement Coordinator, Building Surveyor
processing building consent applications, and in the more recent years, involvement in
the training side for both technical and technological aspects for the Building
Consents department.
What is something that you are looking forward to in working with IANZ?
It definitely would be the other side of the accreditation process. Having worked at an
organisation requiring accreditation, I find it interesting, and to a point fascinating how
it all works from the other side. I suppose it’s the same idea as to why I joined the
local government to begin with. But also to understand what accreditation actually
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And finally, what is one essential office item you can’t live without and why?
I feel like this is very cliché but I really cannot do without my Nespresso machine. I’ve
had it for 11 years, and it still runs daily upon request like a champ!
Thanks Lesley! We’re excited to welcome you to Team IANZ. We know you will
achieve great things

Update from NZQC
NZQC wishes you the best for 2021 ahead. This year we are again hosting a number
of our courses virtually. Due to the trans-Tasman travel bubble not having fully opened
up yet, some of our Australian trainers will be training virtually. NZQC will be getting in
touch with those who have already registered for these courses. All our courses
resume in February so now is a good time to register for them.
Our first course starting this year is ISO9001 Quality Management Systems on 23-24
February. The past year has, and continues to, challenge how we work and how we
manage quality in our processes, systems and products. Given this disruption, we all
need to look at areas of our management system and evaluate their effectiveness in
dealing with the pandemic and what needs to change in the future. This course will
help in developing this understanding for you as an individual and as an organisation.
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increased emphasis on risk assessment and contingency planning as well as flexibility
to ensure our processes can continue to operate effectively. Our training this year is
designed to help you achieve just that. So start browsing our courses and take your
pick!
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